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PREMIUM THROUGH AND THROUGH 
Klipsch materials are meticulously selected. We carefully  

choose wood, textiles, leather and metal, not only for their 

physical beauty, but their durability and acoustic characteristics. 

Our goal is to create a product you want to hear, see, and feel. 

Driver material and shape, tactile weight and feedback, grain 

pattern and finish, and temperature to the touch - every aspect 

must be considered. 

Listeners appreciate  
a lack of distortion.
 -Paul W. Klipsch 
  Founder

Over            years  ago70

We take  your  en joymentseriously
someth ing  very  spec ia l  occurred  in  a  t iny 
t in  shed  in  Hope,  Arkansas

In 1946 Paul W. Klipsch (PWK) – genius, madman and maverick – 

designed and hand-built the legendary Klipschorn® loudspeaker 

with the goal of bringing live music into his living room. He was 

an American audio pioneer and a true eccentric. PWK gave rise 

to speaker research and invention that would forever impact 

generations of music lovers. 

Today, in this honored tradition, we move forward, pushing the 

boundaries of art and science – while driving new technologies – 

to deliver an ever-incredible listening experience. Remember  

great sound? We never forgot.

We are the KEEPERS OF THE SOUND®



soundlegendary

SOME SAY  THE  H ISTORY  OF  hi-fi STARTS  HERE
An  engineering  breakthrough  when  it  was  introduced,  the  Klipschorn® 

remains  one  of  the  most  highly  praised  loudspeakers  in  the  world   

and  is  the  only  model  that  has  been  in  continuous  production  for  

over  70  years.  In its latest rendition, the three-way speaker boasts  

an all-new neodymium tweeter, premium wire management system and  

fully-enclosed design for flexible placement. Able  to  span  more  than  

nine  full  octaves  with  rich,  smooth,  ultra-low  distortion  sound,  it’s  

easy  to  hear  why  the Klipschorn  is  truly  a  legend.

FULLY  HORN-LOADED
The Klipschorn is the only fully horn-loaded 

loudspeaker available to consumers, making 

it epitome of efficiency. The  result  is  clean,  

dynamic  sound  throughout  the  entire  musical  

range.  Touting  an  unbelievable  105  dB  

sensitivity,  the  Klipschorn  is  ideal  for  high-end  

valve  amplifiers  and  audiophile  vinyl  pressings.

AK6



BEAUTIFUL PRESENCE
Named in tribute to the Teatro alla Scala in Milan, Italy, the original Klipsch 

La Scala® was unveiled in 1963 to serve as a public address speaker for 

the gubernatorial campaign of Winthrop Rockefeller. Providing Klipschorn-

like performance from a smaller cabinet, this three-way, fully horn-loaded 

loudspeaker produces sparkling highs, smooth midrange and amazing low-

distortion bass response. The La Scala is a premium performer that lives  

up to its billing.

horn- loadedheaven

BOOK MATCHED REAL WOOD VENEER
Wood veneer leaves are delicately sliced from the 

timber and precisely arranged to provide a mirror grain 

image at the splice joint. This gives each speaker pair a 

unique, aesthetically appealing appearance. Each cabinet 

is carefully matched so speaker pairs are practically 

indistinguishable from one another. They are then 

inspected and labeled with sequential serial numbers, 

ensuring that every Heritage series speaker leaves the 

factory as a meticulously crafted set.



effor t lessefficiency
GROUND BREAKING  PERFORMANCE
The Cornwall was introduced in 1959 to serve as a larger, 

full-range alternative to the Heresy®.  A three-way design 

using horn-loaded compression drivers for the midrange 

and treble, and a direct-radiating 15-inch woofer for the 

low frequencies, the Cornwall delivers the full-range 

response of the Klipschorn with sensitivity and output 

approaching the fully horn-loaded models.

™



fu l l - rangegoodness
FORT IF IED  WITH  F IDEL ITY
First introduced in 1985, the Forte quickly established itself 

as the most popular Klipsch model. The elegant design and 

outstanding performance makes the Forte a standout among 

its competitors. Hosting a three-way configuration utilizing 

a 12” woofer and horn-loaded midrange and tweeter, the 

Forte sports all new state of the art drivers for a smooth and 

powerful delivery. The Forte’s impressive bass response is 

made possible through the implementation of a rear-mounted 

15” passive radiator for greater output and extension.

™



THE  OR IG INAL  H I -F I  HOT  ROD
First introduced in 1957, the Heresy® was arguably the first-

ever center channel loudspeaker, used with the Klipschorn 

in three-speaker stereo arrays. Topping many audiophiles’ 

best rock-n-roll speaker lists because of its incredible 

output and clarity, the Klipsch Heresy is a compact, three-

way design that uses horn-loaded compression drivers for 

midrange and treble reproduction, and a direct radiating 

12-inch woofer for the low frequencies. 

substant ia lattitude



HEADPHONE amplifier

soundstagerefined

BREATHE  SOME style INTO  YOUR L IFE
Every musical detail and nuance is delivered with effortless 

beauty. Crafted with an artisan heart and forged in fire, Klipsch 

Heritage Headphones offer premium headgear – the acoustics 

and classic design legacy of Paul W. Klipsch.

HP-3 premium HEADPHONE



INDUSTRIAL  H I -F I
Hand-assembled with die-cast steel and machined aluminum, Klipsch Heritage 

HP-3 premium headphones are built to last. Milled wood, triple-vented ear 

cups create natural warmth and character. Angled sheepskin ear pads provide 

perfect acoustic depth and distress naturally with age. A hand-stitched 

premium leather headband adds quality, strength, and becomes more  

pliable over time. 

DYNAMIC  KL IPSCH SOUND
Crafted to achieve the high efficiency/low distortion Klipsch sound, the HP-3 

extracts every nuance from studio recordings to reveal presence and detail 

without sacrificing bass. Featuring a recessed 52mm biodynamic driver, 

this exquisite headphone expands the soundstage to mimic the imaging 

characteristics of our premium speakers instead of conventional headphones.

EASY  TO  DR IVE
Compared to other audiophile-grade headphones, the Heritage HP-3 is vastly 

different because of its high efficiency – one of Paul W. Klipsch’s original 

founding principles in loudspeaker design. With a flat frequency response and 

low impedance, the Heritage HP-3 will pair well with both high-end amplifiers 

(such as the Heritage Headphone Amplifier) or standard smart phones.

THOUGHTFUL  DETAILS
With a design this beautiful, these headphones are meant to be displayed and 

enjoyed, not stored in a bag inside a drawer. HP-3 premium headphones come 

pre-packaged with a custom solid-steel headphone stand, both short  

(1.37m) and long (2.5m) detachable braided nylon cables, and a  

custom-fit 1/4” adapter. 

Founder Paul W. Klipsch and his first headphone audio experiment, 1919

near ly  acentury
i n  the  mak ing

HP-3 premium HEADPHONE

HEADPHONE amplifier

AMPL IFY  THE  EXPER IENCE
The perfect pairing with Klipsch Heritage headphones, the Heritage 

Headphone Amplifier is built to deliver music cleaner, faster, and with 

higher energy and dynamics. Featuring an ESS Sabre32 9018K2M DAC and 

discrete amplifiers for balanced mode, the Heritage Headphone Amplifier 

ensures Klipsch headphones reach their true potential.



tomorrow’sclassic h i - f i

NO RECE IVER  NECESSARY
Forget the clutter, hassle, and added expense of a receiver or amplifier. 

Powered by an integrated high-output 200W amplifier, The Sixes efficiently 

deliver enough power to fill the largest open floor plans with sculpted 

acoustic goodness.  

TRUE  H IGH  F IDEL ITY
The Sixes feature 1” titanium tweeters on Tractrix® horns – the driving 

force behind the stunningly precise Klipsch acoustics. Each powered 

monitor features a 6 1/2” long-throw woofer and is ported to provide 

enhanced bass. The Sixes also include a subwoofer output so you can 

easily add a powered sub to the system.

PERHAPS THE MOST VERSATILE SPEAKERS EVER
Whether you are connecting to a turntable, television, computer, or smart 

phone, The Sixes powered monitors provide the audio solution. The Sixes 

come equipped with an integrated phono pre-amp, Bluetooth® wireless 

technology, digital optical, analog RCA and USB inputs, allowing you to 

enjoy superior stereo sound from virtually any source. 192kHz / 24-bit 

decoding delivers astounding reproduction of high resolution audio tracks. 



LEGENDARY SOUND QUAL ITY
The Three is the bigger, badder brother of The One. Designed to stay in one place, 

it doubles down on acoustic prowess in exchange for portability, then adds a rich 

assortment of inputs to receive tunes from just about any device.

GREAT  AUDIO  FROM A  TURNTABLE  OR  WHATEVER ’S  IN 
YOUR POCKET
Connect your turntable, computer, CD player, smart phone or tablet and enjoy superior 

stereo sound from a beautifully crafted system. 192kHz / 24-bit decoding delivers 

astounding reproduction of high resolution audio tracks.

WIRELESS  MULT I -ROOM READY
The Three is part of the Klipsch Stream Wireless Multi-Room System, powered by 

DTS® Play-Fi. Klipsch Stream distributes your favorite music from a variety of sources 

throughout your home using your Wi-Fi network. Expand the system to add additional 

rooms of great sound with other Klipsch Stream Wireless Multi-Room audio products. 

PROFESSIONALLY TUNED STEREO SOUND
The diminutively sized Klipsch One is a 2.1 stereo system –  

bi-amplified for audiophile resolution. It features two  

2.25” full range drivers and a 4.5” woofer that are 

professionally tuned by Klipsch acousticians to deliver a 

crystal clear performance with great bass. You’ll be  

surprised at the sound quality that comes from such a  

small package.    

BLUETOOTH® W IRELESS  TECHNOLOGY 
Enjoy streaming internet services, internet radio, or  

content stored on your phone or tablet via Bluetooth®  

4.0 wireless technology.

8-HOUR RECHARGEABLE  BATTERY
An 8-hour rechargeable lithium ion battery allows you to 

move the speaker from room to room throughout your home.    

3.5mm ANALOG AUDIO  INPUT
Enjoy high quality sound from your CD player, computer (via 

the headphone output jack), Blu-ray® player, or any audio 

source. Connects easily via 3.5mm to 3.5mm audio cable or an 

RCA to 3.5mm audio cable. 



INSTALL  SOME excitement
Handcrafted in Hope, AR with domestic and imported components, 

the Klipsch Heritage Theater Bar offers furniture-grade cabinetry 

and powerful sound bar performance in a premium package – 

custom made to fit virtually any TV.

except iona l  qua l i ty

bar none



CUSTOMIZE  THE  EXPER IENCE
Available from 54”-80”, the Klipsch Heritage Theater 

Bar is made to order and sized specifically to match 

your television’s width. Choose from a wide variety of 

wood veneers and grille cloths to perfectly integrate 

premium audio into any room aesthetic.

BUILT  WITH  INTEGRATORS  IN  M IND
The Klipsch Heritage Theater Bar is a premium upgrade to ugly plastic sound bar solutions and delivers a 

truly cinematic experience. Thoughtful details, such as magnetic grilles, front-accessable wire terminals 

and easy z- bracket mounting allow you to install the best sounding, best looking, best fitting bar on the 

market with confidence.  

REAL  THEATER  PERFORMANCE
Built with high quality audio components, the Klipsch Heritage Theater Bar delivers legendary Klipsch 

sound with front-of-house authority. Hear movies and music come alive with a professionally-tuned LCR 

(left, center, right) speaker configuration, creating an immersive soundstage worthy of Hollywood’s 

finest soundtracks. This exquisite passive theater bar provides a solid foundation for a wide variety of 

home cinema situations and fantastic music playback. 

next  leve lmovie magic



TWO AMERICAN legends CRANK IT  UP
The Rock and Roll Hall of Fame and Museum is home to some of the 

most iconic and legendary stories and memorabilia in music history. 

The museum and Rock and Roll Hall 

of Fame Induction Ceremony are 

monuments for both preserving and 

celebrating the live music experience. 

Similarly, Klipsch was founded to create 

amazing loudspeakers and headphones 

that could efficiently and accurately 

reproduce live music’s power, detail and emotion. Loud and proud, 

these two iconic brands are a natural fit. 

P O W E R

D E T A I L

emotion
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WE NEVER,  ever STOP  INNOVAT ING 
For over 70 years, Klipsch has designed and engineered its products 

in-house with some of the most talented, skilled and passionate 

people in the industry - starting with our founder, Paul W. Klipsch 

(PWK), in a tin shed in Hope, Arkansas. Today, our advanced acoustic 

research and development continues at our state-of-the-art facility 

in Indianapolis, Indiana. The world-class Klipsch Design & Technology 

Center is home to some of the most brilliant minds in consumer 

electronics and some of the most legendary products the industry 

has ever heard. We continue to innovate, honoring the principals and 

ideals of PWK, reaching ever-farther towards that perfect sound.

VISIT KLIPSCH.COM FOR ALL SORTS OF badassery

FOLLOW US,  WE HAVE A  BLAST

KL I P SCH
M U S E U M
OF AUDIO
H I S T O R Y

Visit KlipschMuseum.org for an 

amazing journey through the dawn of 

hi-fi. Help preserve audio’s legendary 

history and consider donating today. 

Your support helps continue the 

museum’s mission of focus on science 

education, artifact preservation and 

encouraging the spirit of invention. 

Klipsch Museum of Audio History is an 

independent 501(c)(3) entity.
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